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Chairman’s Column
On 29 March the Hon. Secretary and I represented the society at the
memorial service in Westminster Abbey for HRH the Duke of Edinburgh,
who had been our patron since 1980. In addition to public figures, the
congregation consisted largely of representatives of organizations with
which the duke had been associated, and the sheer number and range of
bodies present bore witness to his breadth of interests. We were close to
the west door and the tomb of the Unknown Soldier, with excellent views
of the dignitaries as they arrived. The service itself was an impressive and
deeply moving occasion, very much an appropriate tribute to an impressive
if enigmatic figure. The duke would undoubtedly have loved some of the
less solemn elements; for example, the music which accompanied the
congregation’s exit from the Abbey was Michael McDermott’s arrangement
of ‘The Seafarers’, which includes the unmistakeable tune of ‘What shall
we do with the drunken sailor?’ One wonders what the impressive turnout
of European royalty made of it, but I suspect that the duke, who was of
course related to most of them, would have had a quiet chuckle.
I write these words during the fortieth anniversary of the Falklands
campaign of 1982, and just a few days after the sinking of the Russian
cruiser Moskva provided a sharp reminder of the realities of naval combat.
In some respects it seems extraordinary that the Falklands war was so
long ago, as so many events and individual aspects of it feel like yesterday.
Nevertheless, it provides an object lesson in how very different the world
was then; I only learned of the invasion of the islands when I sat down to
watch the BBC six o’clock news on Friday 2 April, whereas the Moskva
incident was reported on social media in very nearly real time. I had grown
up as a ‘warship buff’ – the nautical equivalent of a train spotter, perhaps
– so on Saturday the third I went to Plymouth to watch the preparations
there, then in the early hours of Sunday morning I drove to Portsmouth
from Newquay, Cornwall, where I then lived and worked, a journey
characterized above all by the seemingly endless military convoys going
in both directions between Plymouth, Portland and Portsmouth (one of
the many small but vital elements of the operation that seem not to have
been chronicled at all). At the time there was an element of unreality and
even excitement about it, at least as far as naïve young civilians like myself
were concerned, but this quickly gave way to anxiety and ultimately to
grief as ships were sunk and casualties mounted. I did not discover until
researching my family history years later that a distant cousin whom I had
never met was one of the Welsh Guardsmen killed on RFA Sir Galahad,
but for many families in both Britain and Argentina the losses were
immediate and shattering. The anniversaries and the events held to mark
them will provide opportunities for reflection, given particularly sharp
focus by the events in Ukraine which remind us just how precious and
precarious peace is.
Finally, I would like to draw members’ attention to two forthcoming
events. Between 9 and 11 June the Naval Dockyards Society, with
support and sponsorship from ourselves, is holding a major international
conference at the National Museum of the Royal Navy in Portsmouth.
The title of the conference is Dockyards as Nodes of Naval Architecture,
Maritime Heritage and Cultural Traditions, and it will cover a very wide
2
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range of themes, such as ‘Building a Warship’, ‘Dockyards as Heritage’ and
‘Dockyards as Global Hubs and Regional Centres of Maritime Culture’.
The list of speakers is very impressive, with keynote addresses from Sir Neil
Cossons, Professor Andrew Lambert and Dr Anthony Firth, in addition
to talks from the likes of Brian Lavery, David Bradley, Ian Buxton, Nick
Ball, Philip MacDougall, Roger Morriss, Jakob Seerup, Ann Coats and
many others. The conference will also provide the option of behind-thescenes tours of parts of the dockyard and National Museum that are not
normally open to visitors, and the timings have been arranged to dovetail
with our AGM, reception and dinner on the afternoon and evening of 11
June. The conference booking arrangements are very flexible, providing
options to attend on individual days or online in addition to attending
the entire event, and I would urge interested members of SNR to sign
up. Further information and booking details can be found on the NDS
website at https://navaldockyards.org/news/.
Another date for the diary is Saturday 22 October, when the society will
be staging an event in the National Museum of the Royal Navy to mark
the centenary of the launch of the Save the Victory Fund on 21 October
1922. This is still being planned, but elements are likely to include a
reception, a tour of the new nearly refurbished Victory Gallery (to which
the society contributed substantial funding via the STVF), and talks from
Andrew Baines, deputy director of the National Museum and curator of
HMS Victory, and myself. Further details of this event will be provided in
due course.
Taken together, these events mark a return to normality after the
extraordinary experience of the pandemic. All being well, I look forward
to finally meeting as many members as possible in person during the
coming months and years.
David Davies
Chairman, SNR

Editor’s Notes
Welcome to the May edition of Topmasts. At last, we seem to be getting
back to normal after the lockdowns of the last couple of years. In my
usual trawl of the internet to find events that may be of interest to our
members I have found many more conferences and calls for papers,
exhibitions and talks than I have over in recent years. I would particularly
draw your attention to the advance notice of an event to be held later this
year in Aberdeen to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the extreme clipper
Thermopylae’s docking in London with her third China tea cargo. For
details go to the Events section.
I would like also to remind you listen to and watch The Mariner’s Mirror
podcast, which now has a very considerable archive of fascinating talks as
well as a growing archive of films on YouTube.
This issue also carries a history of the Montagu whaler, so much loved
by generations of RN personnel; a taste of things to come (very soon)
in Orkney; a small snapshot of Admiral Jellicoe’s career; a celebration of
Shackleton following the discovery of Endurance; and the Pacific island
that moved, and is not quite the pristine paradise that it should be.
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A big thank you to the authors who have contributed to this edition and
those who have been in touch to let me know of a variety of events taking
place in the coming months. Without their input there would be no SNR
newsletter. May I also encourage all readers of this newsletter to consider
sharing their interests, their research or their family’s sea stories by writing
an article for Topmasts.
Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts
Nigel.blanchford@snr.org,uk

The Montagu Whaler
This might get a wee bit complicated but here goes. First, to understand
exactly what a Montagu whaler actually is, we must settle that its origin is
not, and never was, anything to do with whaling. If that seems odd then
remember that, from here on, anything called ‘a whaler’ is not ‘a whaleboat’,
which did indeed hunt whales, and we shall get along famously.
Of whaleboats
Whaling at sea in the age of sail required ships of about 250 to 400 tons
carrying boats that they lowered in the whale hunt. The English whaleboat
is now an almost lost example of our maritime history but there is enough
known to show the vast difference between it and a Montagu.
There were two ‘fisheries’, Arctic and Southern. The Arctic persisted
from the seventeeth to early nineteeth century. Their boats were stout to
deal with the conditions, mostly double-ended, steered with an oar and
they carried six crew. We know little of their detailed lines.
The Southern was for the sperm whale, south of the equator and round
the globe. Operated, almost exclusively, out of London from 1775 to 1860
it used sophisticated boats, four to six in number carried over both sides
of the ship, and sometimes at the stern, on davits or cranes ready to lower
in an instant (figure 1).
Built on the Thames, at Limehouse or Deptford and in Kent at Deal,
the English south sea whaleboat was ravishingly beautiful, a double-ender
with identical bow and stern, 27 feet (8.23 metres) long, of fir clinker con
struction with elm top strakes. The lines were fuller in the entry and finer
in the run. It could operate in all seas and go as fast ahead as astern. They
were evolved by the needs they served, built by eye and were almost never
studied for their lines. Slightly rockered in the keel but otherwise flat, with
beautiful entry and run, they were exceptionally light and could easily be
lifted by three men. One of the few line drawings that remain is that of a 32foot (9.75 metres) version (figure 2) which had a different purpose, whaling
directly from the shore and not from a vessel, but retains the overall look.
It is the author’s contention that, unlike the American whaleboat, they
were always clinker built and never fitted out as sailing vessels, having no
centreboard. That is not to say sails were not used but it was a collapsible
rig of a small single lug for quick downwind passage. Otherwise, the boat
was always steered by an oar and never a rudder, rowed by a crew of six,
(figure 3), often for many, many miles at sea, sometimes having to return
towing a whale up to 60 feet (18 metres) long.
4
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Figure 1 Detail of a painting of the whaler ‘William Nichol’ of about 1845 by I. or J. Tugay, now
in the collections of the Museum in Docklands, London, showing the contemporary arrangement
of whaleboats on the larb’d or port side (Author’s photograph)

Figure 2

Line drawing of a 32-foot whaleboat (from plate 31, Steel, 1805

Figure 3 Detail from ‘South Sea Whale Fishery: “Amelia Wilson” and “Castor” off Buoro’, aquatint after John
Huggins 1825 (Author’s collection)
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Of whalers . . . and Montagu
With all of the above detail being essential for a whaleboat to operate,
let alone be called that, how then does the Montagu get mixed up even
slightly with the term whaler? It is not light, not double-ended in the same
way, rigged for sailing with two masts and has rudder and centreboard.
And when we say ‘not light’, that is an understatement, as all who have
rowed in them will know. It could no more be used in whaling than a log.
No, this remarkable, useful and durable boat has a far different origin with
only a nod to the whaleboat, and that very arbitrary.
By the 1870s the Royal Navy had a suite of boats available to all menof-war in a blinding array of sizes, from 14 feet (4.27 metres) to more
than 40 feet (12 metres). Their range of types embraced gigs, longboats,
launches, barges, cutters, pinnaces, jollyboats and, yes, whalers. All
were used in differing ways but, broadly speaking, can be divided into
fighting and servicing. The fighting roles do not need to concern us here
for whalers were not used much in that way. Service, however, covers
everything from ceremonial duties and ship-to-shore communication, to
ship manœuvering, training, stores/passenger carriage and recreation.
It is not exactly known when the whaler, as a type, was adopted by the
Royal Navy, but it was before 1860. It may well be that initially actual
whaleboats were adopted. These were, after all, built next door to one
of the greatest naval yards at Deptford. But whaleboats would not have
lasted long in service with the kind of heavy activity typical of hornyhanded matelots who had no idea how to make or maintain such craft.
By contrast, their whalemen colleagues could and did build or repair
whaleboats on deck.
Nevertheless, this connection is what may well account for the name
of the heavier naval version and indeed its size of around 27 feet (8.23
metres). By 1880 it had morphed into a pulling sailing boat, heavier and
designed for naval purposes. Even when the navy turned to steam, they
continued with pulling boats as wonderful vehicles in which to train basic
seamanship and self reliance in new recruits, officers and ratings alike. The
naval whaler of the time was double-ended but with straight near vertical
sternpost, a rudder, straight keel, and a single mast plus no centreboard.
(figure 4).
Of Montagu and whalers
Rear-Admiral Victor Alexander Montagu was born in 1841 and died in
1915, a brother of the then Earl of Sandwich (figure 5). He was an officer of
diligence and resource and had a deep interest in the small boats of the navy
and possible improvements that might be made. During his retirement, in
the late 1890s he turned his attention to the 27-foot (8.23-metre) whaler.
Montagu proposed radical changes to this type, and a new pattern of vessel
was created by his work, with the specific purpose of providing a useful
workhorse and sometimes challenging training vessel. His new whaler
introduced a curved sternpost, a more curved stem, a slightly curved
keel and a drop centreboard to cope with two lug rigged masts instead
of one. For control, the rudder was extended and made to lie below the
keel and in line with the sternpost. Looking for capacity and stability,
he increased the beam by 6 inches (15.24 centimetres) and filled out the
after lines of the boat so that the breadth aft in way of the backboard of
6
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Lines draft of a 27-foot naval service whaler, 1904 © National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London

the sheets was about 18 inches (45.72
centimetres) greater than the old
whaler. To go with the centreboard
the draft was also increased, and all
these changes enabled the sail area to
be enhanced from 168 square feet to
189. The scantlings (or dimensions
of timbers, etc.) were beefed up with
the construction being of elm and
mahogany, which led to the Montagu
boat being about 1 hundredweight
(50.80 kilogrammes) heavier than the
old service whaler (figure 6).
The resulting craft blossomed
throughout the fleet both afloat
Montagu in 1900 (Author’s collection)
and ashore; it is likely that nobody
who served at sea between 1900 and the 1970s missed training in her and
most took part in racing (figure 7) that developed with her as a fine class
boat evenly matched, standard and available to all.
And such is the affection in which she was held there is even a song
about her by Bernie Bruen (commander, RN).
So away with your keelson, away with your yard,
Away with your mizzen and main,
For the days of the Montague Whaler
Are the days we will not see again.

7
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Figure 6 Large teaching model of the Montagu whaler (© National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich, London)

Figure 7 Whaler race, Coxside, with 27-foot Montague whalers, about 1947 (Courtesy of
Plymouth Libraries)

Your lacings are frayed and your sheets disarrayed.
Your traveller’s jammed at the yard.
You’ve lost cringle and bung and your planking is sprung
And the grease in your pintle’s gone hard.
Your garboard strake’s split and your stretchers don’t fit.
Your paintwork’s beginning to peel.
Your gun’ls have dipped and your tiller’s unshipped
And the deadwood’s adrift from your keel.
8
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They once sailed you proud, sang your praises out loud,
The pride of the ships that you served,
But no more will they shout as they put you about.
Is this the reward you deserved?
Your legend’s been told by the sailors of old
Of the lives that you’ve saved from the sea.
You’re the last Galliot. You’ve been left here to rot.
Now who’s going to save you for me?
When you shake out your reef, take the wind by its teeth,
And sail into history and song,
Though we’ve thrown you away, please recall what I say.
Forgive us for being so wrong.
Acknowledgement
My thanks are due to the late Captain George Hogg of the National Small
Boat Register, NMM Falmouth. for his valuable advice and time.
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Member, SNR

The Naval Museum on Hoy
Part 1

I have been a frequent visitor to Orkney for over 30 years, being drawn
there by friends, the Neolithic archaeology and the brown trout fishing.
Within a couple of years, I was also struck by the legacy of the two World
Wars and the impact they have had on the islands.
The southern islands, since the Second World War, have been linked
to the main island by causeways built by Italian prisoners of war. Block
ships can be seen in the approaches to Scapa Flow to prevent U-boat
attack and all around the coastline are concrete skeletal remains of the gun
emplacements used to defend against sea and air attack.
All this was needed as the Royal Navy used Scapa Flow in both wars as
a base for its fleet. In 1918 the German Grand Fleet surrendered there, and
in 1919 the entire fleet was scuttled. On 14 October 1939 U47 penetrated
the defences and sank HMS Royal Oak with the loss of 835 of its crew.
All these events are remembered by Orcadians with great respect yet are
seemingly forgotten by the rest of the population.
Orkney receives about 174,000 leisure and business visitors a year (prepandemic), over and above more than 140 cruise ships in the peak summer
months. However, a 2019 survey by the Orkney Islands Council and
VisitScotland (published in March 2020) shows that only a tiny percentage
visit for the purpose of exploring the twentieth-century war heritage.
9
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Hoy from the Ring of Brodgar (© Bob Smith)

The main reason given were the scenery
and landscape coupled with the history and
heritage. When that was broken down yet
further it is the Neolithic landscape that
draws visitors and a great deal has been spent
over the years on quite singular attractions
such as the ring of Brodgar, Skara Brae and
Maes Howe.
The one Second World War structure that
stands out is the Italian chapel that was built
by Italian prisoners of war while working on
the causeways between the southern Islands
after the loss of the Royal Oak. The chapel
is built from Nissen huts and has the most
exquisite plasterwork and iron work.
Yet there is so much more. My recent
dissertation for the University of the
Highlands and Islands looked at the use of
the barracks buildings of the former HMS
The Italian chapel (© Bob Smith)
Sparrowhawk as housing for the post war
Orcadian population. Envisaged as a very temporary solution, they were
in use until the 1970s. It was Skua aircraft from this base that sank the
German cruiser Konigsberg on 10 April 1940, the first sinking of a major
German warship in the war. The gun emplacements at places such as
Yesnaby and Hoxa receive visitors but are not open for exploration, with
no more than tired story boards to tell visitors what they are.
The most significant place to learn the place of Orkney in and between
the wars is found at Lyness on the Island of Hoy. From a distance Hoy looks
a dark and foreboding place but it is an incredible place with wonderful
walks, amazing flora and fauna and views of iconic attractions such as the
Old Man of Hoy that are just stunning. For many years the old pumping
10
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Figure 3

Scapa Flow Visitor Centre and Museum (© Orkney Islands Council)

station at Lyness housed the Scapa Flow Visitor Centre and Museum, and
many visitors like me would take the ferry from the Main Island across to
Lyness to visit it. Run mainly by volunteers it was an incredible place that
housed artefacts from both wars including many rescued from the scuttled
Grand Fleet. It also, I recall, had a regular film show in a makeshift cinema
located in a disused oil tank. Alas, however quaint and unique the museum
was, it was simply not fit for purpose and plans were drawn up to develop
a modern visitor attraction. In a future article, SNR member and recently
appointed team leader (culture) for the Orkney Islands Council, Nick
Hewitt, will write for Topmasts about the new museum that opens this
June (2022). Nick brings years of experience with him, including for the
last eight years at the National Museum of the Royal Navy.
I have deliberately not included any photos of the new development
as I have no wish to steal Nick’s thunder. However, the plans I have seen
along with photographs of the new building are very exciting and as well
as improving the visitor experience will help Orkney to take its rightful
place in the story of the First and Second World Wars.
Bob Smith
Member, SNR

HMS ‘Iron Duke’ (1912)
Jellicoe’s Flagship

HMS Iron Duke was a ‘super Dreadnought’, laid down in Portsmouth
Royal Dockyard in January 1912, and was launched on 12 October of
the same year by the Duchess of Wellington, and unusually for a ship of
the Royal Navy she was named after a soldier, Arthur Wellesley, First
Duke of Wellington. She was commissioned in March 1914 as Admiral
Callaghan’s flagship of the Home Fleet. HMS Iron Duke carried the same
main armament as the previous class of Dreadnoughts, 8 x 13.5-inch guns
in four turrets, but carried a heavier secondary armament of 12 x 6-inch
guns. She was powered by two Parsons turbines driving four shafts, giving
11
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Figure 1 A model of HMS ‘Iron Duke’ commissioned by Admiral Jellicoe’s grandson Richard Latham and built by
William Mowll (Courtesy of William Mowll)

a speed of 21.5 knots. At the time of her retirement (she was a depot ship
at Scapa Flow throughout the Second World War), she was one of the last
coal burning ships on the Royal Navy.
Admiral Jellicoe was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Home
Fleet in August 1914 by the First Sea Lord, Winston Churchill and his
subsequent career has been well documented, but what is known of the
more personal details of his career?
Figure 1 shows model of HMS Iron Duke. What cannot be seen in
the photograph is that there is a bathtub and towel on the stern walk,
placed there at my request, to commemorate the occasion when the
young midshipman Jack Jellicoe piped aboard HMS Newcastle the naked
commanding officer of HMS Doris, next ahead in the line, who had leapt
overboard from his bath on hearing the shout of ‘man overboard’. (See
the account in Young Sea Dogs by Commander Randolph Pears, London
1960, 183). This gallant officer was later Admiral Sir Edward Fremantle,
and I wanted the bath included to celebrate the links between Jellicoes
and Fremantles in the history in the Royal Navy. I joined the RN on the
same day as Tom Fremantle, whose namesake ancestor commanded HMS
Neptune at Trafalgar, and another of his forebears was Admiral Sir Sidney
Fremantle who was in charge of the German High Seas Fleet interned in
Scapa Flow when they scuttled. Tom and his family are very good friends
of mine. We all went with Nick Jellicoe to the ceremonies commemorating
the scuttling at Scapa in 2019 which Nick organized.
Nick Jellicoe has reminded me that, in common with other senior
officers of the time, Jellicoe enjoyed his comforts at sea and that in the
Admiral’s cabin in HMS Iron Duke there was apparently a grand piano
and an open fireplace, so it appeared very much like the drawing room of a
country house. The admiral also had a battle gaming board in his cabin on
which there were small model ships in order to run various battle tactics,
he had a circular hole cut in the middle though which he could poke his
head to survey the scene from ‘sea level’.
Jellicoe was a great golfer and had the course at Lyness laid out for the
benefit of the Grand Fleet. He apparently played at a great pace and many
had to run to keep up with him. I think the ‘entertainment’ ship moored
in the Flow was also his idea, so there was somewhere for a run ashore in
an otherwise rather bleak anchorage. He used the Scapa distillery as his
headquarters when he was not at sea and there is still has a picture of him
12
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in their reception area. It was nearly burned down but saved by the quick
action of a naval firefighting party. Also, sailors would come ashore to
bathe in the wash tanks in the distillery. At the end of his tenure Jellicoe
thanked Scapa Distillery for services rendered and arranged for a wooden
staircase to be built in the mill room as a memorial to the Royal Navy.
While Jellicoe was C-in-C of the Grand Fleet, based at Scapa Flow, his
wife had a brush with death at Invergordon. On 30 December 1915 she was
attending a party hosted by the Captain of HMS Natal, a heavy cruiser,
when the ship exploded. An explosion in one of the Natal’s magazines
triggered fires and explosions throughout the ship, and she capsized and
sank within five minutes. Survivors were very fortunate to escape.
On leaving the Royal Navy Admiral Jellicoe was appointed Governor
General of New Zealand, where a number of streets and a park are named
after him. While in New Zealand he was asked to go to China to advice on
the development of their navy.
When Nick and I went to the centenary of Jutland in 2016 I was in HMS
Duncan, and we flew the Union Flag and White Ensign flown by HMS
Iron Duke during the battle. Jellicoe had sent the Union Flag down from
Scotland to cover his mother’s coffin at Ryde, Isle of White, as he could
not be there, and it remained in the church there. The White Ensign came
from the family of Fred Dreyer who was flag captain in the Iron Duke.
Richard Latham
Grandson of Admiral Jellicoe

Shackleton’s Ship ‘Endurance’

Figure 1 A team led by Mensum Bound, Director of Exploration, located
‘Endurance’ at 10,000 feet lying vertically on the seabed (Photograph courtesy of
Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust / National Geographic)

The recent discovery of Shackleton’s ship Endurance prompted me and
my wife, Jane, to re-open the 2013 Antarctica expedition diary with
photographs. We spent 18 days onboard the 6,600-ton ex-Russian spy
ship Akademik Ioffe (still fitted with its dipping sonar set) which had been
chartered by ‘OneOcean’, a Canadian adventure cruise company.
When Endurance sank in 1916 (the middle of the First World War), her
crew made it as far as Elephant Island. To seek help, Shackleton set sail
with a crew of five in the 23-foot James Caird for an 800-mile passage
through some of the most dangerous seas in the world to reach South
13
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Figure 2 Approaching Elephant Island in Antarctica with the statue of Captain Villalón surrounded by penguins. The
statue was placed there by the Chileans during their 1987/88 Antarctic expedition

Figure 3
museum

Georgia. The remaining 22 crew members under Frank Wild, Shackleton’s
second-in-command spent five months on Elephant Island, waiting for
him to rescue them without knowing whether he would succeed. They
had minimal provisions supplemented with penguin meat. Unbeknown
to them, Shackleton’s attempts to return in the whale-catcher Southern
Sky had failed three times, thwarted on each occasion by pack ice. It was
the Chilean Captain Luis Antonio Pardo Villalón who in his steam tug
Yeicho, and against all his company rules, agreed to attempt their rescue.
He entered the Weddell Sea reaching Elephant Island on 30 August.
To have sailed to South Georgia in an open boat in mid-winter was a
remarkable feat of seamanship. Sir Earnest Shackleton can be congratulated
on not losing a single life
even though he lost his ship
Endeavour. The James Caird
was brought back to England
and given to Dulwich College,
Shackleton’s school.
Looking south at the South
Georgia mountain ridge, one
realizes the enormity of what
Shackleton faced when seeking
help. After the gruelling voyage,
he had to climb over the mountain
ridge with two companions
tra
versing an unknown route
to reach the sheltered British
whaling station of Stromness.
The 36-hour journey had been
by guess work and several
dispiriting detours – a remarkable
achievement remembering all the
stresses they had been through
during the previous months.
Our expedition spent three
days at South Georgia visiting the
Replica of the ‘James Caird’ in the South Georgia
various bays since our primary
14
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Figure 4 King penguins, cream-coloured Antarctic fur seals and southern elephant seals on Gold
Harbour, South Georgia. Male elephant seals can weigh up to 4 tons, females up to ¾ ton. Our
expedition ship is in the background.

objective was to give photographers unmatched close-up opportunities of
the wildlife. What we saw in the various locations were many of the million
pairs of Macaroni penguins; 100,000 pairs of Gentoo; 13,000 Chinstrap
penguins; and nearly half a million breeding pairs of king penguins, besides
the three million Antarctic fur seals and 400,000 sea lions lying on the
beaches. It was an unbelievable experience with penguins often coming
up to us. (Figures were taken from South Georgia by Robert Burton, 2012
edition, published by the Government of South Georgia and the South
Sandwich Islands).
The second bay we visited was Grytviken, the former Norwegian
whaling station and the island’s administration centre, museum, shop and
post office. Much to my surprise, I was greeted in the post office by my
name, despite wearing foul-weather gear; apparently my distinctive voice
gave me away. We had been on Ascension Island only a few months before;

Figure 4

The Whalers’ Church, Grytviken

15
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the post mistress remembered me; her husband was the new government
officer for South Georgia and the South Sandwich islands.
In the cemetery, Australian John Rodsted, the expedition’s historian,
asked us to gather around the graves of Sir Ernest Shackleton and Frank
Wild cbe to perform the ‘new ritual’ of libations to their joint memory.
Prior to 2011 the ceremony had performed solely to Shackleton’s memory.
British historian and author Angie Butler spent seven years researching
The Quest for Frank Wild published in August 2011 after she found
Wild’s “lost” ashes in Johannesburg. Contacting the Wild and Shackleton
relatives, she started her campaign to inter Wild’s ashes next to his ‘Boss’
in the Grytviken cemetery. Our Canadian company ‘OneOcean’ had laid
on a special Antarctic cruise for 100 guests in their chartered vessel One
Ocean Navigator. After a gap of seventy years, Angie Butler brought
together six members of the Wild family, the Honourable Alexandria
Shackleton (his granddaughter), and the Reverend and Mrs Richard Hines
from the Falklands to achieve Wild’s wish to join his “Boss” on South
Georgia. The memorial service was held in the Whalers’ Church followed
by the committal on Sunday 27th November 2011 when a great niece of
Frank Wild, Julie George from Australia buried the urn containing his
ashes next to Shackleton’s grave.

Figure 5 Above, Shackleton’s grave at Grytviken, South Georgia. It reads, ‘To the dear memory
of Ernest Henry Shackleton, Explorer, born 15th Feb. 1874, entered life eternal 5 Jan. 1922’.
On the reverse are the words by Robert Browning, ‘I hold . . . that a man should strive to the
uttermost for his life’s set prize.’ Left, Frank Wild’s gravestone, lying to the right of Shackleton’s,
with the inscription, ‘Frank Wild, 18 April 1873, 19 August 1939, Shackleton’s right hand man.’
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Figure 6 The church and museum, Grytviken; the cemetery lies to the left
out of view

Unless otherwise credited all photographs were taken by the author.
John M. Bingeman
Vice-President, SNR

Henderson Island Has Moved
Henderson is one of the four islands that make up the Pitcairn Group, of
which Pitcairn, with a population of about 60, is the only inhabited island.
It has now been established that the island’s position is not as shown on
the charts that have been in use since 1937.
One of the tasks given to the offshore patrol vessel HMS Spey on her
deployment to the Pacific is to check and update the charts of waters
surrounding British Overseas Territories. The Royal Navy has used
printed charts provided by the UK Hydrographic Office for more than
225 years and the updating is part of the Royal Navy’s move to the use of
digital charts that has been going on for the last 15 years.

Figure 1 North Beach, Henderson Island (Courtesy, Ron Van Oers © UNESCO whc.unesco.
org/en/documents/110248)
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Figure 2

Plastic pollution on the beaches of Henderson Island (Courtesy Jennifer Lavers/Adrift Lab)

Lieutenant Michael Royle, HMS Spey’s navigating officer, found that
Henderson is about one mile south of the position shown on the chart,
and the notes on the chart state that the chart was produced using aerial
photography, suggesting that the aircraft taking the photographs was
slightly off course.
Henderson Island was occupied by Polynesians between about 800 and
1600 ce and in recent years has been visited by islanders from Pitcairn
once a year to harvest timber for carving into souvenirs for sale to tourists,
providing much of their income. The now uninhabited island, about
5 kilometres by 9 kilometres, is a haven for wildlife and there are four
birds unique to the island, the Henderson fruit dove, Henderson lorikeet,
Henderson reed warbler and the flightless Henderson crake, and apart
from the coastal fringe it is covered mostly by undisturbed scrub forest
5–10 metres high.
If this sounds like a pristine subtropical island, the reality is very different.
Henderson Island has the unfortunate distinction of having the most
polluted beaches in the world. It is well known that plastic pollution is a
major problem in the seas of the world, and the conditions of the island’s
beaches demonstrates the level of waste that is dumped into the sea.
A study published in 2017 estimated that there were 37.7 million items
of plastic debris on the beaches of Henderson Island, weighing some 17.6
tons, and an average of 26.8 items per metre of beach were accumulating
daily. In total 24 countries of origin of the plastic debris were identified,
with the highest numbers coming from Japan, China and Chile.
The great floating island of rubbish in the north Pacific is well known,
but Henderson Island provides evidence that plastic waste is carried
thousands of miles across oceans to be dumped onto once pristine beaches
across the world. It is a sobering thought that the 17.6 tons of debris
that washed ashore on Henderson Island represents just 1.98 seconds of
worldwide production of plastics.
An uninhabited island that generates no waste locally, Henderson is a
reminder to us all of the need to reduce our use of plastics and ensure that
it is disposed of carefully.
For full details of the plastic waste found on Henderson Island see Jennifer
L. Lavers and Alexander L. Bond, Exceptional and Rapid Accumulation
of Anthropogenic Debris on one of the World’s Most Remote and Pristine
Islands at https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1619818114
Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts
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An Alphabet of Ship Modelling
F is for Funnels
The distinguishing feature of all coal-fired ships through
out the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is the funnel.
If the modeller wishes to give character to the detail of a
funnel, their efforts will be amply rewarded. I begin with
the earliest form of funnel with the working model of the
SS Archimedes (left, 1838, typical of the 1830s), a straight
tube leading directly from the boiler, raked back to the
angle of the masts and tall enough to draw the furnace fire,
keeping some of the smuts off the deck, put perilously
close to the canvas should steam and sail be required simultaneously.
The full-sized replica funnel of
HMS Gannet, can be seen under
construction at T. Nielsen’s yard in
Gloucestershire, UK, in 2003.

A model of the Gannet funnel
shows an interpretation of the
raising and lowering gear; details of
this are not given on the plan.
What goes on beneath a funnel?
Gannet has three boilers, all with
separate uptakes, complicated by
the fact that the boilers are not
all in line, along the centre of the
ship, possibly for reasons of trim.
Perhaps the heavy horizontal
cylinder-heads of the engine may
account for this counter-balancing
act.
In my hand is the funnel for the SS Discovery 1901
model. The extra detail added is the whistle operated by
a chain, and the blast pipe which in full scale assisted in
raising steam by providing an upward column of air, thus
assisting ignition in the fire grate below.
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The Discovery model was originally
to have been steam-powered, but a
change of intention turned it into a
display model only. This does not
stop the modeller simulating the
appearance of a working item with a
good deal of soot around the airspace
at the funnel base and bonnet. Note
too, the stove-pipe chimney placed
forward of the main mast.
Four funnels in a row. The
small-scale model of HMS
Defence shows how it is
possible to use pewter sheet
to wrap around a solid model
funnel. The sheet metal is first
riveted with a spiked wheel to
make the indentations and then
applied to the wood with an
impact glue.

This builder’s plan of HMS
Thunderer’s aft funnel was used for
the model and shows how funnels
anticipating the new 20c were develop
ing into a streamlined shape. The fore
funnel was slightly smaller.

To make a model funnel using brass
sheet, a half-former is required; it is
not necessary to make a full form, as a
metal sheet can be wrapped around a
half-former until it perfectly matches
the profile of the plan. It will need annealing to soften the metal before the
seam is soldered, or the metal will expand when the joint is made.
20
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The funnel cage is an important
detail to add for realism and
character; technically speaking
this is sweating the soft solder
with an open flame which gives
a much better joint than using a
soldering iron.

The fore and aft funnel
in place on the model of
Thunderer, in the early stages
of the model build.

*** All photographs are from the author’s collection

William Mowll
Member, SNR

SNR News
Notice of Annual General Meeting
The SNR Annual General Meeting, 2022, of the Society for Nautical
Research is to be held at the Princess Royal Gallery, the National Museum
of the Royal Navy, Portsmouth (and simultaneously virtually by Zoom)
at 3 p.m. on Saturday 11 June 2022. Please do join us in person or on
Zoom. You will find all the relevant papers in the members area of the
SNR website.

New SNR Fellows Confirmed at Council
Captain Peter King fni is a master mariner with over 62 years continuous
service in the merchant shipping industry embracing a wide range of
subdisciplines, including that of surveying operations and working with
organizations such as the RNLI and Trinity House. His abiding passion
is maritime historical research and among his published work is the
definitive history of George Thompson’s Aberdeen Line. He has lectured
extensively on merchant maritime historical subjects and is a Fellow of the
Nautical Institute, a member of the Australian Association of Maritime
History and a liveryman of the Honourable Company of Master Mariners.
Peter has been a member of the SNR over many years and, since
joining the Council of the Society he has become an invaluable member
of the team, being an active member on Council and various committees.
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He is passionate about maritime research, particularly that relating to
the mercantile service, and over half a century has been committed to
promoting that research and advancing peoples’ knowledge of the subject
at every level and not just through academia.
Paul Bugden is a solicitor of the Senior Courts, whose professional
experience is in the field of shipping, aviation and multimodal transport. He
deals in energy disputes, trade banking, international arbitration, marine
and non-marine insurance, with particular expertise in trial advocacy in
large international arbitrations. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators and a passionate small-craft sailor.
During the past eight years, while he has been on Council, Paul has
given constant professional legal advice to the Chairmen, Hon. Secretaries
and all members of Council regarding numerous matters e.g. The Save the
Victory Fund, new Articles of Association, matters relating to possible
copyright infringement, etc. The sound advice he has given over the years
has been very much appreciated as well as being invaluable in all respects.

Anderson Medal Presentation
Each year, in memory of Dr Roger Anderson, a
distinguished naval scholar. the Society for Nautical
Research awards the Anderson medal for a book on
maritime history published in the previous year.
Following the SNR Council meeting on 28 April at
the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, the 2020
medal was awarded to Richard Endsor for his book The
Master Shipwright’s Secrets: How Charles II built the
Restoration Navy.
Following the presentation of the medal, the author
gave a short talk about his book, emphasizing that he
set out to make the book informative, interesting and
entertaining. Richard commented on the paucity of
research sources on shipbuilding in the time of Charles II, for example
rigging and the manufacture of blocks, but in order to understand the
ships it is necessary to understand the builders, from the king down.
The shipwrights in Charles II’s yards were the naval architects of their
time; they were reluctant to share their systems and were possessive of
the ships they built. Richard illustrated this with the example of HMY
Saudadoes. Following his marriage to Catherine of Braganza, Charles
asked Sir Anthony Deane to build a yacht in Portsmouth for his wife so
that she could travel to her native Portugal. Sir Anthony built the yacht
with a keel length of 51 feet and a burthen (cargo capacity) of 86 tons,
but this proved too small, so Charles asked Sir Jonas Shish at Deptford
to increase the length by 8 ft ‘more or less’. In undertaking this work the
yacht was almost dismantled, which infuriated Deane, who complained to
Samuel Pepys who ordered an official enquiry. Shish was ordered to take
all the relevant papers to London, where he was admonished on the basis
of the increased cost of the ship with its larger crew. Although Shish was
admonished, he had the support of the king, so completed the task with the
yacht being 21 feet longer, 4½ feet wider and with a burthen of 180 tons.
Other sources that are difficult to find are how ship’s lines were calculated
and how the hulls were made. Samuel Pepys called for all shipwrights
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to submit papers on their shipbuilding methods, but these did not give
a full picture of the methodology. A book by Shish that Richard found
in the Bodleian Library gave all the formulae for calculating the lines of
the ship but did not show how they were arrived at. Fortunately, using
aeronautical software Richard found, by trial and error, how the formulae
were calculated.
HMS Tyger (1647) was a favourite of Charles II, having very successfully
in the three Dutch wars, and having defeated in single combat the Dutch
privateer Shakerloo in 1674. HMS Tyger returned to Deptford for major
repairs to the damage sustained in the duel. She was docked, and the more
damaged timbers that were removed, the more damage that was revealed .
Tyger was in dock until 1677 when it was needed for the building of a new
ship. As she was being moved to a slip, she broke her back, was scuttled
and dismantled.
Four years later the king wanted to build a heavily armed galley to
counter the Barbary pirates but knew that it would be opposed by the
Admiralty. A quiet word with Jonas Shish at Deptford resulted in the
building of a ‘new’ Tyger, using the money already allocated for the repair
of the old Tyger, which now consisted of a few salvaged timbers in the
dockyard. The outcome was a new ship with widely spaced gun ports
on the main deck, with two rowing positions between each gun. On
completion she was handed over to the Admiralty as the repaired ‘old’
Tyger. The Admiralty and the Navy Board were unaware of the deception,
and the king got the ship he wanted. Such are the secrets of the shipwrights
– a fascinating and informative book.

Society for Nautical Research: Research Grants Awarded
The Research and Programmes Committee has approved grants towards
research on the following projects for 2022. The recipients of the research
awards report on their progress at the end of the year.
Alex Elliot (University of St Andrews)
The evolution Late Roman and Early Byzantine imperial naval
organization and galley types
Dr Sebastian Pender (Balliol College, Oxford)
The Mutiny in the Royal Indian Navy, February 1946
Dr Rowan Thompson (Institute of Historical Research, London)
Trafalgar Day in Interwar Britain: Naval heritage, tradition, and national
commemoration
Rebecca Tyson (University of Bristol)
A New Environmental History of Cross-Channel Interactions in the
Eleventh Century
Grants were also awarded to the following organizations:
BCMH Kings Lecture Series
Maritime History North
New Researchers Conference
Naval Dockyards Society

John Ross
Secretary, Research and Programmes Committee
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Maritime History North, February 2022
Message from the Chairman, Captain Bob Eddleston rd* rnr.
Maritime History North is celebrating its 10th birthday this year and we
have come a long way from the concept explored by Eric Grove and myself
in 2012 which was to bring informative and enjoyable maritime history
conferences to the north. I hope you agree that we are meeting our objectives.
We have a very small committee of five members who all lead busy lives.
We each spend a good deal of time administering MHN and organizing
and setting up our conferences. Following the recent loss of our president,
Professor Eric Grove, we have taken the opportunity to examine how we
function and how we see the future and, it has become clear that we must
quickly increase the size of our committee in order to keep MHN going,
and to offer conferences for our members and the general public. I would
welcome volunteers to join us on the committee – please contact me.
We are in touch with the Society for Nautical Research (SNR) who
make us an annual grant, to see what further benefits they may able to
offer our members. Their initial response has been most helpful and now
requires to be further developed into a workable and practical scheme.
To give you a better idea of what MHN aims and ambitions are, here
is a quick summary. Members’ interests are broad and range from naval
and mercantile history, including the Napoleonic Wars and the First ans
Second World Wars, to shipbuilding, civil and naval architecture, the
fishing industry, strategy of sea power and arctic exploration.
To date, we have held successful seminars in Hull and Liverpool covering
subjects such as ‘The Unrestricted Submarine Warfare of WWI’, ‘Food
and the Sea’, ‘Maritime Merseyside’ (which covered the Pilot Service,
the Blue Funnel Line, the Canadian Pacific connection, the work of the
port chaplain, the Titanic and the two Mauritanias) and our ‘Jutland 100
Commemoration’.
In November 2017 we held our first conference in Newcastle upon
Tyne which looked at the legacy of maritime innovation on the northeast area and the wider country, based around the revolutionary ship
Turbinia. In May 2018, we hosted a very successful conference at the
Western Approaches Museum, Liverpool, which focused on the Battle of
the Atlantic. We plan to revisit this subject in 2023 to coincide with the
implementation of the BoA Memorial programme and commemorate 80
years since the turning point in that great struggle.
Our spring 2019 conference addressed the building, service, restoration
and future of HMS Trincomalee in Hartlepool with the co-operation of the
National Museum of the Royal Navy, and in September 2019 we visited
Barrow for another very successful conference which encompassed the
variety of vessels built there.
We welcome members and attendees from all parts of the UK (and abroad)
and further information may be obtained from the treasurer and membership
secretary, Lieutenant Commander Alison Telfer rd at treasurer.mhn@gmail.
com If you are interested in the work of Maritime History North please
consider joining us in developing our work across the north of England.
Bob Eddleston
Chairman, Maritime History North
robert.eddleston@hotmail.co.uk
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The National Maritime Museum
The Solebay Tapestry

The National Maritime Museum has launched a fundraising campaign for
the funds to help preserve the tapestry The Burning of the Royal James at
the Battle of Solebay, 28 May 1672.
What is the Solebay tapestry?
Willem Van de Velde the Elder and his son, Van de Velde the Younger,
were the most famous maritime artists of the seventeenth century. They
were proto-photojournalists, who sailed into naval battles, sketching and
recording the events as they happened. These sketches were later worked
up into paintings back on land.
The
Solebay
tapestry
depicts the climax of the
battle of Solebay, a naval
battle that occurred in
May 1672. It is prized for
its intricate details, from
burning ships to churning
waves.
Commissioned by King Charles II in the seventeenth century, it is part
of the only surviving English naval tapestry series. This dramatic tapestry
is the largest work of its kind in our collection, and we are excited to finally
be able to bring it back to the Queen’s House where it was first designed.
The tapestry needs urgent conservation because it is in a fragile state.
Owing to its age, weight and high silk content, the tapestry’s structure is
incredibly weak. It is currently too delicate to go on public display.
With your help we will be able to conserve the tapestry so that it can
be displayed in a unique exhibition exploring artistic work of the Van de
Veldes in Greenwich, and celebrating the birth of maritime art in Britain.
This is your chance to support this important piece of history. Help us
#SaveSolebay!
You can donate to this fund at this link.

The Monmouth Nelson Collection Is Moving
In 1923 the Nelson collection was bequeathed to the town of Monmouth
by Lady Llangattock, a prominent collector of Nelsoniana. The original
Nelson Museum was opened in Monmouth in 1924. Lady Llangattock
was an indiscriminate but comprehensive collector, and the manuscript
material she purchased forms one of the most important Nelson archives.
The Nelson Collection will move from the Monmouth Museum to the
Shire Hall as part of the redevelopment. However, security and environ
mental conditions will need to be upgraded before we make this move, for
the whole museum collection generally, but particularly for the Nelson
Collection due to its national and international significance. Secure
facilities will be needed both when the collection is on display and in
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storage. Internal funding has been awarded towards the project and we
are working on a larger bid to go alongside this. We are currently waiting
to hear the results of smaller discrete funding bids we have submitted to
look at the storage element. The MonLife website will be updated with
details of the progress of the move.
Works relating to the Nelson Collection
We have recently completed a re-housing project of our manuscript
collection. The primary aim of this project was to re-house Monmouth
Museum’s collection of letters relating to Horatio Nelson. They were
unsuitably stored in polyester sleeves and needed a condition assessment
survey to check for iron gall ink and paper stability. Following
consultation with other archive conservation specialists, it was decided
that a combination of acid-free papers and folders would replace the
polyester to provide a safer environment for the iron gall ink, seals and
papers. Funding was gratefully received from the Welsh government and
the Federation of Museums and Galleries of Wales to help support this
project. The collection is comprised of approximately 810 items. They
generally date from 1770 to the early 1800s. They are written by Horatio
Nelson, Edmund Nelson, Frances Nelson, Emma Hamilton, William
Hamilton and other associated persons
We have appointed an expert to carry out conservation work on the
books, particularly Nelson’s logbooks, and this work is now complete.
We are working with the National Maritime Museum to carry out a
significance assessment of our collections. In the past when applying for
funding we have been questioned on our assertion that it is nationally and
internationally significant, as it is something we say ourselves, so having
a national institution back that up will be an enormous help. When that
work is finished, it will include a report which will be useful going forward
We are beginning a programme of work whereby we look at the Nelson
Collections to consider the stories we would like to tell in the new displays.
This will be an ongoing process and we will be consulting a variety of
different groups to find out what stories they would like to see.
As part of our collections review our collections assistants have been
compiling inventories of the Nelson Collection and inputting that inform
ation into our computer database.
We have secured some additional staff time to input further Nelson
records on the system. We currently have around 1,500 out of 3,800 items
on the system. When carrying out this work (in spring 2022) we will be
adding extra object description information from various reports, the Lady
Llangattock sales catalogues, research papers and books and objects. The
Nelson Collection on display was photographed during lockdown and we
have commissioned a further day of photography to get the decorative arts
collection relating to Nelson photographed.
Having this information and photographs in one place will enable us to
add further information to the Collections Online website which only has
limited Nelson material at the moment.
Rachel Rogers
Museums Manager, Monmouthshire County Council
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Gallery Rob Kattenburg Is Moving
Dutch Old Master Marine Paintings, Drawings & Prints

Willem van de Velde the Younger, Leiden 1633–Westminster 1707, ‘A Kaag at Sea in a Fresh
Breeze, Shipping on the Roadstead of Texel’, Oil on canvas, 130 x 188 centimetres, signed ‘W. V.
Velde’ (lower left on the driftwood), dated about 1670, formerly Rob Kattenburg Collection

After almost 20 years in Bergen, we have decided to move our art gallery
to Heiloo, North Holland, on 15 April 2022.
In the middle of beautiful nature, we will display our collection of
maritime paintings, graphic art and drawings. The new premises will also
house our extensive maritime library and archives.
We look forward to welcoming you in fitting surroundings. Cars can be
parked on our grounds. Our address will change from
Eeuwigelaan 6, 1861 CM Bergen (NH)
to
Oosterzijweg 124, 1851 PS Heiloo, The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0) 72 5895051 Gsm +31 (0)6 53405063
info@robkattenburg.nl www.robkattenburg.nl
By appointment only

Historic Warship Logs To Be Raided
for Missing Climate Data
Logbooks kept by sailors on board the UK warship HMS Warrior in
the 1860s could soon help reveal a more complete picture of how Earth’s
climate has changed since pre-industrial times.
As in other naval ships of its era, Warrior’s crew had begun regularly
measuring air temperature, among other weather observations, to bolster
their knowledge of winds and currents and make rudimentary forecasts in
order to reach their destinations all around the globe. These paper records
will now be digitised by citizen scientists in a new Weather Rescue at Sea
project launched by scientists at the University of Reading.
The resulting temperature data from the 1860s and 1870s from the Atlantic,
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Pacific and Indian oceans will expand existing long-term climate records and
allow computer analysis to improve comparisons between the climate now
and before the Industrial Revolution in the early nineteenth century.
Professor Ed Hawkins, a climate scientist at the National Centre for
Atmospheric Science (NCAS) at the University of Reading, who is coleading the project, said,
Those on board ships sailing into historic battles or trying to reach
unexplored lands would have been concentrating on the task at
hand, but little did they know that the weather records they were
keeping to help them on their journeys would be goldmines for
scientists nearly 200 years later.
The records we need to rescue are among the very earliest
coordinated weather measurements and would have been penned
by hand by sailors, yet they are no less valuable now in the age of
supercomputers to understanding climate change.
Praveen Teleti, an NCAS research scientist at the University of Reading
and co-leader of the project, commented,
Transcribing these records would take one person many lifetimes,
but with the help of an army of volunteers we can complete the task.
This is a chance for members of the public to be part of a collective
mission to use history to help us understand the future of our planet.
Weather Rescue at Sea volunteers will also explore records from ships
involved in the Shimonoseki Campaign of 1863–4. This saw naval forces
from Great Britain, The Netherlands and the United States engage in
a series of battles with Japanese ships over control of the Shimonoseki
Strait, a strategic passage for trade in Japanese waters. The logbooks not
only provide weather data, but also provide an insight into life at sea in
the Victorian era, and the activity of the Royal Navy at the time. They are
invaluable sources for the naval historian.
The records rescued from the logbooks will help fill in gaps in nineteenthcentury temperature records, which are currently relatively poor for the
1860s and 1870s compared to other decades since 1850.
The Weather Rescue At Sea project is the data rescue component of
GloSAT, a project funded by the Natural Environment Research Council
to develop and analyse a climate record extending back to the 1780s, using
air temperature observations recorded across land, ocean and ice.
The new GloSAT temperature record will give a longer and more
consistent picture of changes to global surface air temperature, and advance
understanding of climate change since the late eighteenth century.
Weather Rescue at Sea follows previous successful citizen science projects
led by Professor Hawkins, which have collectively digitized many millions
of pieces of archived weather data. These include observations made at a
remote Victorian weather station atop Ben Nevis in Scotland, and rainfall
reports from as early as the 1820s, the latter of which saw more than 15,000
volunteers work through more than 5 million records in just a fortnight.
The project needs as many volunteers as possible, so if you are interested
you can sign up for Weather Rescue at Sea at rdg.ac/seaweather
Praveen Teleti
Research Scientist, University of Reading
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Calls for Papers
UK Maritime Heritage Forum, 2022
Sea Change:
Challenges and opportunities for UK Maritime heritage
19–21 October 2022, Portsmouth Historic Dockyard
This October the Maritime Heritage Network will convene the United
Kingdom Maritime Heritage Forum (UKMHF) for the first time since
2019. As organizations and individuals, through museums, archives,
historic or working ships, we are all preserving, sharing and seeking
relevance for our heritage within a changing world. The contemporary
significance of the maritime sector has become more visible in recent
times, and together, working across maritime heritage, we can embrace
new challenges and create opportunities.
This year’s UKMHF aims to embrace change head-on, to apply lessons
from recent experience and to look forward. Whether you are a senior
leader or consultant, a conservator, curator or archivist, a historian or
researcher, a specialist in engagement or interpretation, a volunteer or
operator of working craft – or a mixture of all – we want to hear your
experiences and ideas on adapting to change.
The conference theme is ‘Sea Change’, with sessions structured to look
at best practice and creative responses in different areas.
Submission date 13 May 2022.
Venue
The Forum is being jointly hosted in the museums, ships and historic
buildings of the Mary Rose Museum, National Museum of the Royal
Navy, and Portsmouth Naval Base Property Trust.
For full details go to https://www.nationalhistoricships.org.uk/news/
nhs/call-papers-uk-maritime-heritage-forum-october-2022

Sixth Medieval Europe in Motion Conference: The Sea
28 November–1 December 2022, Institute of Medieval Studies, FCSH–
NOVA University of Lisbon
How bold and skilled was the man who first made a ship and put to sea before the
wind, seeking a land he could not see and a shore he could not know. Robert Wace
(about 1110–about 1174)

Depending on where one stood in Europe in the Middle Ages, the sea
could either be the centre of the known world or its ultimate edge.
This mixed potential has always drawn humans into the big unknown,
allowing them to use the sea to catch fish, to sail towards distant lands
for reasons of faith and trade, to establish contacts with civilizations of
different creeds, to wage wars for political and economic domination,
and inspired them to write poetry and dream about the world beyond.
All of this is reflected in the abundant research from archaeology, art
history, history, literature and other disciplines that, in past decades,
have investigated fisheries and natural resources, overseas trade and
commercial institutions, maritime power and socio-economic conflict
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management, and religious migrations, among other topics.
The conference will also have a section dedicated to Medieval Lisbon
and the Sea, continuing the tradition of studies on medieval Lisbon within
the Institute of Medieval Studies. Proposals for papers are also welcome
in this section.
Scholars of all disciplines are welcome to apply with proposals for
sessions or individual papers:
Official languages: English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Italian
Deadline for the submission of proposals: May 31, 2022
The conference will take place exclusively face-to-face.
For full details go to https://globalmaritimehistory.com/cfp-medievaleurope-in-motion-the-sea/

Peter N. Davies Seminar
Peter Davies was one of Britain’s foremost scholars of the international
shipping industry and was instrumental in strengthening the international
standing of maritime history. Peter was a founding member of the Centre
for Port and Maritime History (CPMH) and, as such, the centre is pleased
to host this annual seminar series in honour of his contribution to maritime
history and his support for emerging scholars in the discipline.
The seminar will take the form of a 45-minute online presentation
followed by Q&A.
CPMH seeks applications to present the seminar from emerging
scholars working on any topic within the discipline of maritime history.
All applications and supporting materials should be submitted to Professor
Nick White at n.j.white@ljmu.ac.uk by the deadline, 15 June 2022. The
successful applicant will be notified in the week commencing 31 July 2022.
For further details and an application form please visit
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/research/centres-and-institutes/centre-for-portand-maritime-history/events
Completed applications must be returned by the advertised date on the
website and the seminar will be held on the first Wednesday of November.

Docklands History Group
New Researchers Seminar on the Port of London
Saturday 19 November 2022 (proposed date), Museum of London
Docklands
The Docklands History Group (DHG) is currently planning to host its
third New Researchers Seminar in mid-November 2022. These popular
and informal seminars are aimed at promoting new research relating to the
history of London’s port and river. We warmly encourage applications from
postgraduate students and independent scholars working on the history of
the Port of London and the Thames – across the broadest disciplinary,
thematic and chronological fields. If you would like to present a seminar
paper, please send your details to Admin@docklandshistorygroup.
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org.uk. This should include a brief outline of your research topic and
proposed presentation. Those interested in just attending the New
Researchers Seminar, as attendees, can also register an interest at: info@
docklandshistorygroup.org.uk. The full range of the DHG’s activities can
be seen at www.docklandshistorygroup.org.uk.

Conferences
Docklands History Group Annual Conference
London’s Sailortowns: People, communities and the Thames
Saturday 21 May, Museum of London
Historically, many areas east of the City catered for the port’s sailors, St
Katharine’s, Wapping, Shadwell, Limehouse, Poplar and Blackwall, on
the north bank, and Bermondsey, Rotherhithe, Deptford, Greenwich,
Woolwich and Gravesend, on the southern shore. These areas were
physically, economically and culturally distinctive liminal spaces where
the maritime met and interacted with the non-maritime. These were areas
whose inhabitants and buildings were intertwined with the river and the
sea, the port’s traditional ‘Jack Tar’ districts.
The conference reveals some of the many complex debates on London’s
sailortowns and sailors’ lives ashore, including the sense of ‘otherness’
and exploitation that often impacted on both. It also demonstrates that
the Thames littoral was sometimes a place of conflict within the maritime
community and between it and officialdom, in its many different guises.
Chronologically, the seven conference papers span the period from
around 1580 to 1910. The speakers, who are all established experts in their
various fields, will present much new research material and also address the
numerous myths which have come to surround some of their subjects.
This conference, organized by the Docklands History Group, will take
place in the Weston Theatre at the Museum of London, London Wall,
ec2y 5hn. For further information on the conference and how to book a
place, please visit our website at www.docklandshistorygroup.org.uk

Naval Dockyards Society 26th Annual Conference
Dockyards as nodes of naval architecture,
maritime traditions and cultural heritage
9–11 June 2022, National Museum of the Royal Navy Portsmouth
Conference sponsored by the Society for Nautical Research
We are pleased to announce that you can now book for our Portsmouth
2022 conference. Keynote speakers are Sir Neil Cossons obe fsa, Professor
Andrew Lambert fkc and Dr Antony Firth mclfa
Yes! a ‘proper conference’ in the National Museum of the Royal Navy
Action Stations Auditorium, Boathouse No. 6, Portsmouth Historic
Dockyard, Portsmouth, po1 3lj
This three-day hybrid international conference will present six speakers
and a plenary session each day on the following topics.
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Sailors carousing (Courtesy of the Port of London
Authority Collection/Museum of London Docklands

Thursday 9 June Building a Warship
Friday 10 June Dockyards as Heritage
Saturday 11 June Dockyards as Global Hubs and Regional Centres of
Maritime Culture
Thursday 9 June evening Conference reception on HMS Victory
Friday 10 June evening Conference hot fork buffet in Princess Royal
Gallery
Conference fees include a buffet lunch and refreshment teas and coffees.
Optional specialist behind-the-scenes archive, ship, dockyard and
harbour tours in the afternoons of 9 and 10 June 2022 will be advertised
separately when finalized, such as the Admiralty Library Naval Historical
Branch Reading Room, Georgian Dockyard Walking Tour, Boathouse 4,
Harbour Tour, HMS Warrior, HMS Victory, some free, others chargeable.
We have endeavoured to satisfy all individual requirements. See the
booking form here.
Any queries contact Dr Ann Coats avcoatsndschair@gmail.com
For full details and booking form, go to https://navaldockyards.org/
conferences/

North American Society for Oceanic History (NASOH)
Annual Conference
Maritime Commerce and Trade:
North American Waterborne Supply Chains in Historical Context
22–25 June 2022, Wilmington, North Carolina
Cape Fear Community College will host the 2022 Annual Conference
of the North American Society for Oceanic History. At this time, the
conference will be in-person only, but subject to change if warranted due
to updated local Covid-19 protocols or requirements and at the discretion
of NASOH.
From MV Ever Given’s grounding in the Suez Canal to shipping
backlogs off the world’s container ports, global oceanic commerce has
recently received renewed public attention and scrutiny. Ninety per cent
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of the world’s commerce travels by sea, yet the maritime connections that
thread the global economy remain poorly understood and only partially
recognized. Indeed, shipping as an agent and network of global trade has
deep historical roots, and maritime archaeologists and historians are wellsituated to provide insights on the emergence of our modern world.
Further details will be published at https://nasoh.org/conferences

International Congress of Maritime Museums
12–16 September 2022, Museum of the Atlantic, Halifax, Nova Scotia
The 2022 ICMM Congress will be held from 12–16 September 2022 (with
a welcome reception on the 11th) at the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic
in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. It will be a very special congress, not just
because it will be the first opportunity for many of us to meet again in
person after such a long-enforced break, but also because 2022 is the 50th
Anniversary of the International Congress of Maritime Museums.
Registration opened early in the New Year, 2022. More details coming
soon at https://icmm-maritime.org/2021-congress/ We look forward to
seeing you there!

Appalling Ocean, Verdant Land
29 September–1 October, Nord University, Bodø, Norway

The 2022 ASANOR (American Studies Association of Norway) conference
will be held at Nord University, Bodø, Norway from 29 September to
1 October. We welcome papers from a wide range of fields, including
literature, history, political science, linguistics, and cultural studies, that
explore the role of the sea in the American experience.
From the Puritans landing at Plymouth Rock to the digital nomads
stopping over in San Francisco, the multifarious interchange across the
seas has, for better or worse, shaped the nation; whether through the
unspeakable horrors of the Middle Passage or the grateful arrival of
‘huddled masses yearning to breathe free’, the ceaseless, multidirectional
traffic of people, ideas, values, expressions, aesthetics, and wares has defined
and ceaselessly redefined what we think of as American. This process is
sometimes slow and gradual, sometimes radical, but whether through
generations of involvement with economic and cultural energies or a
lightning extension to the imaginative landscape, the importance of the sea
to the consolidation of the United States would be hard to overestimate.
For more details see https://blogg.nord.no/asanor2022/

Exhibitions
National Maritime Museum
Canaletto’s Venice Revisited
To 25 September 2022
Canaletto’s Venice Revisited is now open at the National Maritime
Museum. This major exhibition displays the complete set of 24 Venetian
views painted by Canaletto in the 1730s.
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The works, from the world-famous collection at Woburn Abbey, form
the largest single commission the Italian artist ever received.
Canaletto’s Venice Revisited reassesses Canaletto at the height of his
career, looking beyond the broad views he is famous for, but also closely
examining the features that bring his Venice to life. Click this link to take
a closer look at Canaletto’s gondolas.
Adult: £10, Child: £5, Under 25/student: £6.50
Free entry for members. Not a member? Join now
Canaletto’s Venice Revisited Talks
These events are part of a series of talks given by researchers, scholars
and experts to accompany Canaletto’s Venice Revisited at the National
Maritime Museum.
The talks will illuminate Venice’s dynamic history and explore what
Venetian music, literature, art, architecture and ecology can tell us about
the challenges that the city faces from rising sea levels, population decline
and mass tourism.
The series is generously supported by the Italian Cultural Institute.
All lectures will be held in the Lecture Theatre of the National Maritime
Museum or at the Italian Cultural Institute at 39 Belgrave Square in London.
The talks will cost £10, and to book go to https://www.rmg.co.uk/
whats-on/national-maritime-museum/rialto-project-canalettos-venicerevisited-lecture-series
Wednesday 4 May 6.30 p.m.–8.00 p.m.
The Rialto Project Professor Donatella Calabi (IUAV Architecture
University of Venice) and Associate Professor Luca Molà (University
of Warwick)
An evening dedicated to the subjects of architecture, urban planning,
history and sustainability, this talk explores an ambitious ongoing
project to regenerate the currently depressed Rialto market, depicted
in many of Canaletto’s paintings, and turn it into a new vibrant cultural
and gastronomic area.
The project is headed by distinguished urban historian Professor
Donatella Calabi (IUAV Architecture University of Venice) and early
modern historian and Associate Professor Luca Molà (University of
Warwick) with insights from local businesses, cultural associations and
grassroots movements.
Tuesday 7 June 6.30 p.m.–8.00 p.m.
The Fifth Siren In this panel discussion, the team behind The Fifth Siren
podcast discuss Venice’s past, present and future. The podcasts can be
found at www.thefifthsiren.com
When the high tide reaches Venice, four sirens are sounded to warn
the population of the incoming danger. Each one of them represents a
growing level of emergency, the level of the rising water. Yet there is no
sound after the last siren.
In 2019, when the storm hit the city, nothing could have prepared
Venetians for the level of destruction it was going to bring. This is how
The Fifth Siren was born. Venice is the nexus where many global crises
come together – environmental, cultural, social, technological.
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Written and produced by Giorgia Tolfo, Paolo Nelli, Marco Magini
and Maddalena Vatti, the podcast alerts people to these crises and
explores what is beyond them: the many challenges we have to confront
when facing an unknown future.
Friday 8 July 6.30 p.m.–8.00 p.m.
What Canaletto Heard Peter Kairoff is a concert pianist and Professor
of Music at Wake Forest University.
A combination of lecture and live musical performances from a concert
pianist, this event will explore works by Vivaldi, Galuppi and other
18th-century Venetian composers.
It will be an opportunity to reflect on some of the aesthetic connections
between Canaletto and the musicians of his time, considering formal
and motivic elements common to art and music: form, line, motivic
unity, foreground/background, ornament and even ‘colour’.
This lecture will be held at the Italian Cultural Institute, 39 Belgrave
Square, London, sw1x 8nx.
Wednesday 31 August 6.30 p.m.–8.00 p.m.
A Guide to Anthropocene Venice Speakers include Luca Cosentino
This talk takes a look at the lagoons of Venice and highlights the
importance of wetlands and will discuss a new book, the Guide to
Anthropocene Venice, with the team working on the publication.
Taking the book project as a starting point, the talk will explore the
theme of wetlands and their ecological value, focusing on the Venetian
lagoon as an example but also exploring comparable environments
around the world.
27 May and 18 June
British Sign Language Tours of Canaletto’s Venice Revisited
Leader John Wilson
Join this British Sign Language tour of our current major exhibition
Canaletto’s Venice Revisited at the National Maritime Museum. Led by
John Wilson, this tour is exclusively for deaf and hard of hearing visitors
and will highlight the key paintings on display.
Cost: Adult £10, Child £5, Student £6.50, and to book tickets, click this
link
Canaletto’s Venice Revisited NMM Members Events
Tuesday 24 May 6 p.m.–7 p.m. gallery open, lecture starts at 7 p.m.
Meet the Curator: Canaletto’s Venice Revisited Katherine Gazzard
NMMCurator of Art
Hear from the curator after an exclusive evening view of our new
exhibition. Katherine Gazzard, the museum’s Curator of Art (post1800), and one of the curators behind Canaletto’s Venice Revisited
discusses our new major exhibition, giving more insight about the pieces
on display.
This event includes an opportunity to visit the exhibition between 6
p.m. and 7 p.m. If you wish to attend the lecture only, please be aware
that this will begin at 7 p.m., and last around an hour.
Free to Members Only, to book follow this link.
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National Maritime Museum Cornwall
Coastguard 200
To mark the 200th birthday of HM Coastguard in 2022, this small
exhibition tells the story of the Coastguard and explores its role as one of
the UK’s emergency services.
Through original objects, inspiring stories and hands-on activities the
exhibition celebrates the people who have dedicated themselves to saving
lives at sea, explores the changing technology of the last two centuries,
and celebrates the continuing contribution of the Coastguard at sea and
on land.
The exhibition runs concurrently at the National Emergency Services
Museum in Sheffield and here at National Maritime Museum Cornwall.
The exhibition was funded by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency as
part of its 200th birthday celebrations.
https://nmmc.co.uk/2022/01/coastguard-200/

National Museum of the Royal Navy
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard
Tribute to Her Majesty’s Decades of Personal
and Official Service to the Royal Navy
To mark the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, a new exhibition celebrating Her
Majesty’s loyal service to the Royal Navy, both official and personal, has
opened at the National Museum of the Royal Navy, Portsmouth Historic
Dockyard.

Her Majesty’s Service

The Queen’s role at the heart of the Royal Navy family, takes a fascinating
look at both her role as ceremonial head of the Royal Navy and as
granddaughter, daughter, wife and mother of naval officers.
As the daughter and granddaughter of monarchs who served as young
men in the Royal Navy, she was born into a family steeped in service with
the Royal Navy. She married Prince Philip, a serving naval officer and
has spoken affectionately and publicly of her time spent as a naval wife in
Malta during 1949–51.

Now on Display

On display for the first time and recently donated to the museum by the
HM The Queen is a naval uniform belonging to the Duke of Edinburgh
alongside his admiral’s cap.
It joins other uniforms worn by the Princess Royal and a flying suit of
the Prince of Wales. Photographs record the decades of service when, as
a princess aged just 18, she launched her first naval ship, HMS Vanguard
in 1944. Since then, she has launched many others including HMS
Dreadnought, the navy’s first nuclear powered submarine, on 21 October
1960.
For full details go to https://www.nmrn.org.uk/node/2716
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NMRN Hartlepool
Horrible Histories® Pirates: The Exhibition
Avast ye! Plunder no more – Horrible Histories® Pirates: The Exhibition
‘lands ahoy’ at the National Museum of the Royal Navy, Hartlepool
The bestselling series, by Terry Deary and illustrator Martin Brown,
takes buccaneers of all ages on an epic adventure across the seven seas with
hands-on displays and interactive exhibits. Follow a bossy pirate parrot
and his ratty shipmate on a hilarious journey as you discover wicked
weapons, terrible tactics and prisoner punishment used by Blackbeard
himself. Lively illustrations, foul facts and gruesome games bring the
stories of putrid pirates to life – so fans of the books, stage shows and TV
series will know what to expect!
Book your tickets here

Fleet Air Arm Museum
Matchstick Fleet by Phillip Warren

4 and 5 June 2022 10 a.m.–3 p.m.
This Exhibition of Matchstick Scale Model Ships is the culmination of a
lifetimes work by Phillip Warren. This exhibition will include many of the
iconic aircraft carriers used by the Royal Navy from all eras
The first model, using matchsticks for frames and the flat thin strong
wood of the matchbox for plating, was the Royal Navy’s then newest
destroyer HMS Scorpion. This was then followed by another destroyer,
a cruiser, a battleship and eventually an aircraft carrier. The models
improved in accuracy and detail over the years with many moving parts,
gun turrets, radars, missile launchers, helicopter rotors and swing wings
all using matchstick spindles and hinges. No other materials are ever used
in the construction and all the models are painted by hand.
The collection of 525 ships and 1000 aircraft includes ships of the
Royal Navy, United States Navy and many other nations, illustrating the
development of warships from the end of the Second World War right up
to the present day.
The exhibition is free with a valid museum ticket.
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Scottish Maritime Museum, Irvine
Solitude at Sea
To 5 June 2022
At the Scottish Maritime Museum on Irvine Harbourside, Solitude at
Sea reflects on life at sea, on oil platforms, lighthouses and islands and
the parallels between isolation at sea and lockdown. Visitors can explore
what it is that makes us feel ‘connected’ and how creativity has been so
significant through periods of separation.
Artworks include Kate Downie’s ARI Mural Design No. 1 (1988),
inspired by her residency on Total Oil Marine’s North Sea Alpha B Oil
Platform; and Will Maclean mbe’s Black Vessel Foundering (1994), a work
on wood which remembers the loss of nineteenth-century emigration
ships, in particular the Exmouth Castle, which foundered off the Isle of
Islay with 240 lives lost.

Scottish Fisheries Museum, Anstruther, Fife
Power and Precision

To 2 October 2022
A special exhibition of model boats in memory of the late David Tod bem
David was a founder member of the Scottish Fisheries Museum Trust,
with a long-standing involvement in all aspects of the museum from
trustee, former chairman to vice-president.
As a keen model-boat maker, he was also
founding chairman of the Scottish Fisheries
Museum Model Boat Club established in 2008.
He exhibited at every one of the club’s annual
events, and it is these, his favourite models, that
form the basis of the current exhibition.
Bill Horsburgh, current Chair of the Model
Boat Club, explains:
David’s models are works of art and he brought his skills as an
engineer and designer to bear in creating boats that were not only
beautiful to look at but are fully working models. We wanted to
create this exhibition as a showcase for his talents and as a tribute
to David’s energy, vision, and commitment.
On show in the David Tod Gallery, admission included in museum entry.

Lloyds Register Foundation
Heritage and Education Centre, Online Exhibitions and Stories
From Quill Pen to Digital
Applied Research and Outreach Manager, Louise Sanger and Curator
of Maritime History and Heritage Barbara Jones look at how Lloyd’s
Register transitioned to the age of the computer.
On their Majesty’s Service
An absorbing account of royal yachts from HEC’s Curator of Maritime
History and Heritage Barbara Jones
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Blogs
The 1872 Tea Race Micro-intern Sophia explores the rivalry between the
clippers Cutty Sark and Thermopylae
Figurehead Carving: A lost art? Collections Assistant Megan and
Engagement Officer Sarah discuss the fascinationg, but rather forgotten,
art of figurehead carving
You will find these exhibitions and blogs, and much more at
https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk

Events
Dunkirk Commemorative Plaque Unveiling
Saturday 28 May 11.00 a.m. Old Portsmouth
In May 1940 a flotilla of ‘Little Ships’ left England’s south coast to play
an important role in Operation Dynamo, the evacuation of British and
allied troops from the French coast as German forces advanced. The
flotilla included fishing boats, ferries, motor yachts, river launches and
other leisure craft, many setting off from ports and harbours along the
Hampshire and Dorset coast after being requisitioned by the Royal Navy
at short notice.
On Saturday 28 May a ceremony, originally scheduled to mark the 80th
anniversary of Operation Dynamo, will take place at Point, adjacent to the
Spice Island Inn. The city’s Lord Mayor will unveil a stone plaque funded
by the Society for Nautical Research (South) at 11a.m.
Members of the public are welcome to attend, especially those with
family connections to the ‘Little Ships’, two of which will be moored in
the nearby Camber Dock.

Thermopylae remembered
On 11 October 1872, the Aberdeen Line’s extreme clipper Thermopylae
(Kemball) docked in the East India Docks, London, with her third China
tea cargo; seven days later, the clipper Cutty Sark (Moodie), a ship built
specifically to outpace Thermopylae on the China tea trade, also docked
with her second tea cargo, having suffered a lost rudder off South Africa
on passage. In all, Thermopylae completed 11 China tea voyages before
redeploying to the Australian wool trade; Cutty Sark completed 8 China
tea voyages, on only one of which did she outpace her rival ‘that damned
Scotsman’ – the rueful reference given to Thermopylae by other clipper
commanders awaiting their cargoes in the Pagoda Anchorage (Foochow).
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of this, the last of the so-called Tea
Races, a group of family descendants of Aberdeen Line proprietors, Geo.
Thompson Jnr and (Sir) Wm. Henderson, notably the Wordie family
(shipowners and earlier (Sir) James Wordie, geologist on Shackleton’s
Endurance expedition) are holding a commemorative event in Aberdeen on
15 October. The celebration in Aberdeen will take the form of talks, visits
to the Maritime Museum, Aberdeen Harbour and Aberdeen Line/Walter
Hood/Thompson/Henderson sites, followed by a formal dinner in the
evening. The aim of the celebration is to produce a high profile educational
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and awareness event focusing upon City of Aberdeen innovation over the
years, spearheaded by Thermopylae.
More details will be included in August Topmasts. In the meantime,
Peter King, who is involved with the organizing committee, would be keen
to hear from anyone who may be interested in supporting what promises
to be an outstanding event (tel. 01394 460765; imatang1@btinternet.com).
The event should be of interest to all those with an interest in that glorious
era of sail.
For further reading see ‘Thermopylae: The ultimate clipper’ by Peter
H. King in Topmasts 28 (2018), 4–8, and ‘Thermopylae v. Cutty Sark: The
official 1872 logs’ by J. Crosse in The Mariner’s Mirror 60:1 (1974), 63–72.
Captain Peter H. King
Member SNR

Lectures, Seminars and Podcasts
E. G. R. Taylor Lecture, Royal Institute of Navigation
Thursday 13 October 2022, Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington
Gore, South Kensington, London se7 2a
Reconstructing the navigational clues to the sinking location of
Shackleton’s Vessel ‘Endurance’ David Mearns
Summary In the field of shipwreck exploration no other in the world
strikes the imagination like Shackleton’s Endurance, and no other has been
harder to find. As Shackleton’s writings and Hurley’s photographs testify,
Endurance was lost in the heart of the Weddell Sea of Antarctica, 3,000
metres beneath the surface covered by a permanent wedge of sea-ice that
waxes and wanes with the seasons but never leaves. Shifting constantly due
to current and wind, the ice pack can build from an average of 2 metres
thickness to over 5 metres when rafted and still poses the same danger
to ships and people as in Shackleton’s time. If the wreck is ever found,
however, its discovery will be primarily owed to two remarkable men of
Shackleton’s crew and the handful of navigational clues they left like a trail
of breadcrumbs.
David Mearns is a chartered marine scientist, award-winning author
and expedition leader. He is one of the world’s most successful deep-sea
shipwreck hunters having located 26 major shipwrecks with an overall

The wreck of HMS ‘Endurance’ (Photograph ©Falklands Maritime
Heritage Trust/National Geographic
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90 per cent success rate and has been awarded five
Guinness World Records. David was judge of the
Shell Ocean discovery XPRIZE and currently serves
on the scientific advisory board of the Schmidt Ocean
Institute.
David’s most important discoveries include Lucona,
a cargo ship at the centre of a sensational European
murder trial; HMS Hood, the famous British battlecruiser sunk in an
apocalyptic battle with Bismarck; and the Australian light-cruiser HMAS
Sydney. David was also key member of Paul Allen’s team that located the
iconic Japanese battleship Musashi in the Sibuyan Sea, Philippines.
Registration now available through the RGS website at https://www.
rgs.org/events/autumn-2022/reconstructing-the-navigational-clues/

The King’s Maritime History Seminars Spring 2022
19 May Sex and Drink and Rock and Roll: The sea shanty in its economic,
social, and cultural context Roy Fenton, BCMH/Ships in Focus
All seminars begin at 17:15 GMT. As always, attendance is free and open
to all. No matter how you choose to attend (online or in person), you
must register, in advance, via the event listing here
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/security-studies/events
You will receive, by email, a link to the seminar on Zoom.
If you choose to attend in person, the seminars will be held in the usual
room, K6.07 (the newly re-named the ‘Dockrill Room’). We would ask all
attendees to ensure that they have a negative Covid-19 test no more than
48 hours before the event. Please do not attend if you are feeling unwell or
have symptoms associated with Covid-19. Adhere to the one-way system
in place in the college, and we encourage you to use face coverings whilst
moving around the building.
The King’s Maritime History Seminar is hosted by the ‘Laughton Naval
Unit’ and the ‘Sir Michael Howard Centre for the History of War’ in the
Department of War Studies, King’s College London. It is organized by the
British Commission for Maritime History (www.maritimehistory.org.uk)
in association with the Society for Nautical Research (https://snr.org.uk/)
and with the support of Lloyds Register. For further information contact
Dr Alan James, War Studies, KCL, wc2r 2ls (alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk).

Maritime History and Culture Seminars
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
Wednesday 18 May 1 p.m.–2.15 p.m. The Sky and Ocean Reconnected:
Linking the Histories of Observatories and Oceans Dr Daniel Belteki
(Royal Museums Greenwich), Dr Steven J. Dick (former Chief Historian
and Director of History Office, NASA) and Dr Fiona Williamson
(Singapore Management University)
Astronomical observatories are often to be found far from the sea yet
their work has long been connected to the maritime world. The Royal
Observatory at Greenwich, for example, was established as part of the
quest for developing a method to determine longitude at sea accurately.
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Observatories also provided corrections for nautical tables and
trained naval officers to observe with instruments. Over the past
decade, historians have also demonstrated that observatories were never
only devoted to astronomy. Meteorological, magnetic and seismological
research also formed part of their work. Furthermore, all of these
areas of research, and others, were motivated by empire-building and
competing national interests.
Using the Hong Kong Observatory and the United States Naval
Observatory as examples, our panel of experts will explore the history
of observatory sciences at two distinct locations before entering into a
wider discussion.
21 June 5.15 p.m.–6.45 p.m. Ayahs and Amahs: Following Asian nannies
around the world, 1850–1950 Our panel will include Niti Acharya
(Hackney Museum, UK) Satyasikha Chakraborty (The College of New
Jersey, USA) Claire Lowrie (University of Wollongong, Australia) Jo
Stanley (University Of Hull, UK)
Ayahs and amahs were Indian and Chinese nannies employed by
wealthy European families during the 1800s and 1900s. Often leaving
their own children behind, these women faced precarious employment
and neglect but were also able to take advantage of the many unique
opportunities their jobs presented. They may even be regarded as
some of the first Asian women to become frequent business travellers.
Voyaging between many parts of Britain’s empire and working in the
home, they also gained insight into the more intimate aspects of colonial
life.
Our panel of experts from three continents will explore many aspects
of their lives, including the voyages they undertook, their relationships
with their employers, the postcards and dolls made to represent them,
and the places associated with them (including the Ayahs’ Home in
Hackney). Each panellist will give a short presentation on a different
topic before taking questions from attendees. This seminar may be of
special interest to descendants of ayahs and amahs, and to those who
were brought up by these ‘almost mothers’.
All seminars will take place online, via Zoom. They are free and there
is no need to book (just click on the ‘Join the event’ button before the
start time on the day). Please see our MHCS homepage for new seminars
and updates https://www.rmg.co.uk/whats-on/maritime-history-cultureseminars

Fort Nelson
18 May 2022 East Meets West: The Great Turkish Bombard Nicholas
Hall, Curator Emeritus, formerly Keeper of Artillery, Royal Armouries
Entering Fort Nelson every visitor comes face to face with one of the
most spectacular pieces of artillery to survive from the Middle Ages.
Known as the Great Turkish Bombard, it was cast in 1464 for perhaps
the greatest of all Ottoman Turkish Sultans, Mehmet II – or Mehmet the
Conqueror. In 1453, to the horror of the West, Constantinople, capital
of the Byzantine Empire, had fallen to Mehmet’s forces, thus ending
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the Roman Empire of the east. Artillery proved important to Mehmet’s
arduous siege.
This bombard, made in two parts, demonstrates Mehmet’s continuing
encouragement of technical innovation. It remained in service with
other guns mounted to control the Dardanelles passage into the Sea
of Marmara until the nineteenth century, where the scholarly British
artillery officer, General Sir John Lefroy noted it. After various
machinations, it was presented to Queen Victoria in 1868. Nicholas will
explain the characteristics and power of medieval bombards and the
particular technological features of this example, and will discuss the
personalities of the key players in the acquisition of this splendid piece.
29 June The Siege of Portsmouth 1897 Lewis Sharpe, Palmerston Forts
Society
This is a counterfactual ‘future war’ story written in 1895. It describes
an 1897 amphibious attack on Portsmouth by a Franco-Russian alliance.
The story was commissioned to support a parliamentary campaign in
Portsmouth. I will describe the political context to the story and its
aftermath, the story itself, and then an analysis of whether the events
described in it were plausible. The story describes the encirclement
of Portsmouth and the heavy engagement of the forts in Portsmouth,
Solent, Isle of Wight, Gosport and Portsdown.
Fort talks will take place in person at Fort Nelson, starting at 2 p.m. Tickets
cost £5. Your ticket includes parking and entry to the museum.
For booking go to
https://royalarmouries.org/whats-on/?where=FortNelson

Fleet Air Arm Museum
Join us throughout Local and Community History Month to find out about
the history of RNAS Yeovilton and the surrounding area. Throughout the
month of May, we will be hosting a number of speakers who will explore
the area’s local history.
7 May 2022 The Story of Ham Hill, Westland Helicopters and Jet Rotor
Testing
Joseph Lewis, Heritage Co-Ordinator, South Somerset
Heritage Collection
The talk will explore the early years of Westland helicopters and the
pulse jet rotor testing programme for the Goliath helicopter in the Deep
Quarry area of Ham Hill in the early 1950s.
14 May Ilchester’s First World War Heroes Graham Mottram
Based on his book The Men Who Marched Away Graham Mottram will
talk us through the stories of the 16 men of Ilchester commemorated on
the 1914–18 War Memorial in the village churchyard, and looks at some
of the social and military factors which affected these men and their
trench mates.
28 May The History of RNAS Yeovilton Dave Morris, Senior Curator of
Aircraft at the Fleet Air Arm Museum
Dave has a wealth of knowledge, and a career at the museum spanning
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nearly 40 years. His talk will take us through the stories and history of
the RNAS Yeovilton, and a few anecdotes from his time at the museum.
This talk is not to be missed!
The talks are free with a valid museum ticket, and will begin at 2pm, and
last approximately an hour.
https://www.fleetairarm.com/events-exhibitions-family-activities.aspx

Seminar
Recording now online: Coast as Muse IHR Partnership Seminar Series
‘Coastal Connections’
On 3 February 2022 Coastal Connections, as part of the IHR’s Partnership
Seminar Series, hosted Coast as Muse.
The seminar asked, what makes ‘the coast’ the subject of so many creative
and literary works? Coast as Muse will explore the cultural significance of
the coast as a provocation for art, literary work and critique. The speakers
represent practices of writing, drawing, collecting and representing the
many ways in which the coast has shaped our cultural consciousness.
The seminar was hosted by Dr Melanie Bassett of Port Towns and
Urban Cultures, who is a co-convenor of the Seminar Series of ‘Coastal
Connections’. She was joined by Dr Tom Sykes and Dr Louis Netter
(University of Portsmouth), authors of a new travelogue ‘Coast of Teeth’ a
contemporary illustrated investigation of 12 English seaside towns; Anna
Iltnere, Librarian of the ‘Sea Library’, Jurmala Latvia; and Dr Maggie
Bowers (University of Portsmouth), one of the creators of the Portsmouth
Literary Map.
Find out more about the Coastal Connections seminar series on the
Institute of Historical Research website
You can watch the seminar in full at: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IYIjw4OM7e0

Podcasts

The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast
The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast, supported by SNR and the Lloyds Register
Foundation, continues to go from strength to strength. With one foot in the
present and one in the past, the podcast brings you the most exciting and
interesting current maritime projects worldwide, including excavations of
shipwrecks; the restoration of historic ships; sailing classic yachts and tall
ships; unprecedented behind the scenes access to exhibitions; museums and
archives worldwide; primary sources and accounts that bring the maritime
past alive as never before. The podcast is presented by Dr Sam Willis, well
known for presenting many history programmes on television.
Recent editions have included Iconic Ships 15: Carpathia with Dr Jay
Ludowyke of the University of the Sunshine Coast; Titanic’s Anchors with
Clare Weston from the Black Country Living Museum; and The Search
for the Northwest Passage with Dr Katie Parker, a historian specializing in
Pacific history.
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For The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast go to https://play.acast.com/s/themariners-mirror-podcast
Although The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast is the best of the bunch, there
are other maritime history podcasts worth a listen.
Australian Naval History Podcasts
The ANI partners with the Naval Studies Group at the University of New
South Wales, the Seapower Centre Australia, the Naval Historical Society of
Australia and the Submarine Institute of Australia to produce the Australian
Naval History podcasts. Each episode brings together historians and veterans
to examine important events in the Royal Australian Navy’s history.
https://navalinstitute.com.au/publications/australian-naval-historypodcasts-2/
The Bilge Pumps
A historically informed maritime current events series – or possibly the
old Top Gear/The Grand Tour team if they were interested in navies.
Stars Alex (@AC_NavalHistory), Drach (@Drachinifel), and Jamie (@
Armouredcarrier)! https://the-bilgepumps.simplecast.com
The Maritime History Podcast
The Maritime History Podcast is a chronological look at maritime
history and its numerous facets. Beginning with ancient history, the
podcast looks at trade, exploration, boat and ship-building, economics,
and the relationship between the ocean and the development of society
and culture throughout history. Learn more about the podcast at https://
maritimehistorypodcast.com
NASOH The Maritime History Channel
A range of YouTube films covering a wide range of North American
maritime history and current issues
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcfD-jrSLPHinbM9QYEfwPQ/
videos
To find more browse: https://player.fm/podcasts/Maritime-History

SNR South Programme 2022
All meetings will be held at 2 p.m. in the Royal Maritime Club 75–80
Queen St, Portsea, Portsmouth po1 3hs. Bar Lunches are available.
Saturday 14 May The Kronstadt Raid 1919 Ron Linn
Tuesday 7 June Visit to the Isle of Wight Classic Boat Collection and
Museum in Cowes
Saturday 9 July Falklands War Commemoration Conference (All day)
August TBA Coastal Forces Boat Collection in Gosport
13–16 September Annual Residential Tour: Greenwich and other Maritime
Thameside Attractions
Saturday 8 October The Realm of the Model Ship Ian McLaughlan
Saturday 12 November Annual General Meeting and Medicine at Sea
Pauline Price
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Saturday 10 December Shipwrecked Mariners Cathryn Pearce
A short mini-talk usually follows each main lecture
Car parks available nearby in Wickham Street and opposite the club.
Enquiries and Visits/Bookings: 02392 831461
Membership enquiries: 02392 829639
Email snrsouth1@gmail.com

New Books by Members
Peter Hannah A Treasure to the Service: The historical
memoirs and a biography of Admiral Sir Richard Goodwin
Keats Greenhill Publishing, 2021, £27.00
Built around a handwritten memoir now in the National
Maritime Museum collection at Greenwich, this work
examines the career, life and character of Nelson’s favourite
captain who remains a neglected star of the age of sail.
An active career in the Royal Navy spanning the
American and French Wars saw Keats showcasing his skills
as one of the most talented sea officers of his generation.
Possessing a touch for navigation in difficult waters, topped with a
degree of daring and incomparable seamanship, Keats was sure to prove
himself at sea: whether in a frigate squadron, as captain of a ship of the
line or a flag officer, but showed himself equally capable as a diplomat or
administrator when commander-in-chief or governor.
This work examines his naval exploits in more detail than previously
available, particularly his chase of La Touche up the Delaware river
during the American Revolutionary War, his exploits in the Western
frigate squadron, the blockade of Brest, his triumph at the second battle
of Algeciras, and the repatriation of the Spanish northern army from the
Baltic. It explores Keats’s key relationships with St Vincent, Nelson and
the Duke of Clarence and clarifies the controversy of Duckworth’s role
in Keats and HMS Superb missing the battle of Trafalgar where he was to
be Nelson’s second before examining his career following retirement form
active service at sea, as governor of Newfoundland and for many years
governor and commissioner of the Royal Hospital at Greenwich.
Appendices include the captain’s orders for HMS Superb, which formed
the model for similar regulations in the emerging US Navy and Keats’s
narrative of the second battle of Algeciras, discovered in the papers of St
Vincent’s secretary some years after his death.
David Hobbs The Fleet Air Arm and the War in Europe 1939–1945
Seaforth Publishing £26.35
For the first time, this book tells the story of how naval air operations
evolved into a vital element of the Royal Navy’s ability to fight a threedimensional war against both the Kriegsmarine and Luftwaffe. An integral
part of RN, the Fleet Air Arm was not a large organization, with only
406 pilots and 232 frontline aircraft available for operations in September
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1939. Nevertheless, its impact far outweighed its numbers –
it was an RN fighter that shot down the first enemy aircraft
of the war, and an RN pilot was the first British fighter
‘ace’ with 5 or more kills. The Fleet Air Arm’s rollcall of
achievements in northern waters went on to include the
Norwegian Campaign, the crippling of Bismarck, the
gallant sortie against Scharnhorst and Gneisenau as they
passed through the Channel, air attacks on enemy E-boats
in the narrow seas, air cover for the Russian convoys, air
attacks that disabled Tirpitz, and strikes and minelaying
operations against German shipping in the Norwegian
littoral that continued until May 1945. By the end of the war
in Europe the FAA had grown to 3,243 pilots and 1,336 aircraft. This book
sets all these varied actions within their proper naval context and both
technical and tactical aspects are explained with ‘thumb-nail’ descriptions
of aircraft, their weapons and avionics. Cross reference with the Fleet
Air Arm Roll of Honour has been made for the first time to put names
to those aircrew killed in action wherever possible as a mark of respect
for their determination against enemy forces on, above and below the sea
surface which more often than not outnumbered them. The Fleet Air Arm
and the War in Europe completes David Hobbs’ much-praised six-volume
series chronicling the operational history of British naval aviation from
the earliest days to the present.
Alston Kenneley Bullen’s Voyages: The Life of Frank T
Bullen: Sailor, Whaler, Author, Seaforth Publishing, due 30
June 30 2022, £25
Frank Bullen burst on the national and international
popular literary scene at the end of the nineteenth century
like a supernova which shone for the first decade or so
of the next century and then was gone. But the memory
of that brilliance lasts, like his fictional whaling epic, The
Cruise of the Cachalot, into the present; this is a book still
in print in any number of editions. Bullen’s Voyages is a
long overdue tribute to that memory, focusing on the sea
career which is so prominent in his writing. Of the era of his youth he
wrote that ‘those were the days when boys in Geordie colliers or east
coast fishing smacks were often beaten to insanity and jumped overboard,
or were done to death in truly savage fashion, and all that was necessary
to account for their non-returning was a line in the log to the effect that
they had been washed or had fallen overboard’. It was a brutal world,
and a close examination of maritime records shows that the bullying,
two shipwrecks and the tropical illnesses he describes so vividly, really
occurred before he was even fifteen; and those were just the start. Hardly
a voyage passes without similar dramatic episodes. But disentangling truth
from fiction is not always easy. At one level The Cruise of the Cachalot is
undoubtedly fiction, and there are unanswered questions about his young
life as a ‘street arab’, as he once described himself. Yet Rudyard Kipling
could write in 1898 of Cachalot ‘it is immense . . . I’ve never read anything
that equals it . . . such real and new sea pictures’. Though Bullen conceals
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the names of several of his ships, this new biography reveals their real
identities, while the author carefully distinguishes the fact and the fiction
through his sea-going career. Bullen, who wrote more than thirty books,
is second to none in his remarkable writing about the days of sail and
the lives of merchant seafarers. A literary commentator writing in 1917,
two years after his death, asserted, ‘Perhaps no writer has ever written
so graphically or so sympathetically of the trials and dangers incurred by
our merchant sailors than Frank Bullen, and his books today are a living
witness to the courage and loyalty of our mercantile marine’. This elegant
and highly readable biography is the first to describe his extraordinary life,
and Bullen’s own vivid writing colours every page.

Society for Nautical Research
Membership Report 1 January 2022 to 31 March 2022
Mark Turnidge Whitchurch, Hampshire
Glenn Gibson Portadown, Armagh
Maja Sausmekat Mosta, Malta
Alicia Rodriguez Arteixo, Spain
Benoit Rabin La Bernerie en Retz, France
Randle Biddle Star, Idaho, USA
Michael Lees Barnet, Hertfordshire
Andrew Seal Totnes, Devon
Matthew Bliziotes Lake Oswego, Oregon, USA
Alasdair Urquhart Abingdon, Oxfordshire
Steven Haines Shipton-under-Wychwood, Oxfordshire
A. O. Watkins Gillingham, Kent
Victor Madeira South Derenth, Kent
Patricia Wild Bellaire, Texas, USA
Jan Ström Fasts, Blekinge Iãn, Sweden
James Snelling Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire
Charles Race St Augustine, Florida, USA
Ian Cowie Highgate, London
Stephen Howarth Shelton, Nottinghamshire
Richard Phillips Gosport, Hampshire
John Mask Tuscaloosa, Alabama, USA
Blaise Egan
Brian Rice Horsham, West Sussex
Jane Smith Wandsworth, London
Michael Kinley Curtin, Australia
Thomas Jung Bayern, Germany
Danielle Carter Aukland, New Zealand
Richard McGuiness Ponce Inlet, Florida, USA
David Sells London
Students
Justin Durham Ellicott City, Maryland, USA
Samuel Johnson Centreville, Maryland, USA
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Ranald Lindsay Dumfries, Dumfries and Galloway
Paul Cox Maidenhead, Berkshire
Alica Bosá Presöv, Slovakia
James Cook Kiel, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany
Fernando Cevallos-Fresneda Madrid, Spain
David Cleverly Littlehampton, West Sussex
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